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Transformative Education: Teaching Empathy through Real Work with Real People
Part One of Two
By Elizabeth Lee Roby, Friends School of Baltimore
INTRODUCTION
In the Fall 2018 (volume 48, number 1) issue of the ACTR Letter, Betty Lou Leaver described the original conception for the Front Page
Dialogue (FPD) article and the role that it had played during her tenure as editor, a way to “get a dialogue going” about a “special topic of
philosophical and practical interest to the classroom.” In more recent years, the FPD article has continued to provide coverage of innovative
developments in the field, often with practical applications for other instructors, but the original concept of “getting a dialogue going” with multiple
issues of the ACTR Letter responding to a single pedagogical topic has been largely lost. In that same issue, Leaver opened a new discussion
on Transformative Education (“Transforming Russian Language Classrooms through Transformative Education”). Inspired by Leaver to “keep
the dialogue going,” this FPD offers an example - a course that my colleague at Friends School, Shannon Johnson, and I taught for five years
that aspired and was structured to be a “transformative learning experience.” Perhaps a concrete example could provide a framework and some
design principles for others hoping to apply them to a different context. We taught the course to juniors and seniors at Friends School with
Intermediate Mid to Advanced Low proficiency. Students were between sixteen and eighteen years old and most had been studying Russian
since the sixth grade. All were concurrently enrolled in a traditional language course (Russian 4 or 5).

Course Design for (Potentially) Transformative Learning
(cognitively, perceptively, or emotionally) and/or on someone
Experiences
who benefits from the work.
Leaver’s definition of Transformative Education as “learning
Most such experiences involve work in a non-educational
that changes the very core of the learner – cognitively, setting in communities where the impact on the community is
perceptively (awareness and analysis) and/or emotionally” is an part of the design. Leaver provided a number of examples in
aspirational one. The inherent tension in planning a the Fall 2018 ACTR Letter. Such experiences are more easily
Transformative Learning Experience (TLE) is that the result is not organized as internships, independent community service
guaranteed. What one student
projects, or independently
may feel to be “transformative,”
executed community-learning
another student will define as
experiences,
in
which
merely
“an
interesting
instructors cannot participate.
experience that furthered their
Thus, they cannot shape or
knowledge.”
However, an
provoke reflection that could
instructor can help by identifying
most effectively lead to
and implementing the elements
cognitive or perceptive shifts.
conductive to creating a TLE.
Organizing such experiences
To meet transformative
as full courses (or a large
goals, students need to:
component of a course) with
1. work with or for real people
a student-instructor feedback
(separate from the educational
loop built in and evaluative
setting) with whom they develop
criteria is a rich endeavor.
a relationship;
Tamara Skoblikova-Kudriavtseva with students and her husband
Colleen
Lucey’s
and
2. do real work (an authentic
Benjamin Rifkin’s use of oral
real-life task) and understand the importance of their individual history projects with intermediate level students, featured in
role in the work;
the FPD for the Spring-Summer 2019 issue of the ACTR
3. do work that has long-lasting transformative impact on them Letter 9 (volume

Front Page Dialogue, to be continued on p. 2
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45, number 3/4) is an excellent
example. Their TLE example is particularly helpful to instructors hoping to integrate
a TLE into a traditional classroom experience. Much of their work on this project
was in preparing students for the interaction (both linguistically and with background
cultural knowledge) and in following up on the experience for maximum linguistic
and cultural gains. Otherwise, the experience (especially with intermediate level
students) might well have been less transformative. Following Lucey’s and Rifkin’s
lead, I will provide an example of a TLE, but in a full course designed as such.
Identifying a Real-Life Context and Defining the Task (Real World Need)
One hurdle is identifying a real-life context for the learning and defining the
task. The need should be real, ideally one that naturally structures the task. A
tension may arise when an instructor’s specific course objectives do not naturally
align with the real-world need. The instructor’s need to identify a context and task
aligned with a real-world need should be addressed in consultation with the “partner
organization.”
Our course actually emerged quite unexpectedly. On a school homestay/study
trip to St. Petersburg, my colleague and I were hosted by Tamara Dmitrievna
Skoblikova-Kudriavtseva, a retired Russian journalist. Her career spanned the early
years of the Thaw through the collapse of the Soviet system and the first decade of
post-Soviet life, when she also worked as the main press secretary for the St.
Petersburg Mayor’s Office under Anatoly Sobchak and Vladimir Yakovlev. Her
memoir, Словa для первого лица, published by Библиотека всемирного клуба
петербуржцев, covered her life during the Nazi invasion and life in captivity,
through the fall of the Soviet Union and early post-Soviet life. Stories of her
personal and professional life revealed the socio-historical spirit of those eras. We
soon realized that this text could provide an excellent foundation for a culture
course on Soviet and post-Soviet life through an eyewitness’ account. The memoir
could be a source for dialogue that would help build students’ intercultural
communicative competence. They would learn, for instance, that values are often
culturally conditioned. We hoped to flip the paradigm of traditional instruction
whereby instructors provide the cultural background, subtext and reading. We
would instead engage students more actively in the discovery process. As a
rationale for a course based on one book, we considered offering a translation
course in which we, along with students, would prepare the memoir for potential
publication with cultural annotations. With the author’s permission, we began a fiveyear joint-venture that engaged our students in “real work for a real person.” The
author was eager to be in communication with the students as well, enhancing the
authenticity of the experience for all involved. In shifting our focus from a traditional
culture course to a translation course for potential publication and involving the
author in our plans, we created the structure for a potentially transformative learning
experience.
Establishing Course Objectives
In such a project the instructor cannot entirely “chart the path” as in a traditional
course. The path should emerge organically from the authentic context and realworld need, especially when the task involves direct service to a community. Still,
course objectives should not lead to an experience entirely unstructured. The
instructor should anticipate what type of
work will emerge and what a successful
Front Page Dialogue, to be continued on p.4
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ACTR President’s Corner
Greetings, ACTR members new and
established! I hope the new academic
year is proving to be rewarding and
productive, and that Russian remains at
the core of our endeavors.
Here at the University of Texas, the
fall term brought a new crop of students
to my own classes, and something of a
surprise, as well. One of my courses is a
large (250 students) signature course,
“Russian Sci-Fi in Lit and Film,” with
students
from
all
colleges
and
disciplines. All entering students are
required to take one of these signature
courses during their first year on
campus. As such, there is sometimes
some resistance – often from students of
engineering or sciences -- to having to
take a mandatory course on literature.
But this year, a very different response
emerged from the new cohort of
students. During our first meeting as I
was going through the course syllabus
with them, several individuals began
questioning some of my choices of texts,
authors, and directors, asking, for
example, how I’d come to choose
Tarkovsky and the Strugatsky Brothers
for the course, and what about these
works was relevant to them. When I
mentioned this behavior to a colleague,
she smiled and said, “Ah, you’ve met
Gen Z!”
Students of Generation Z, born after
1997, have been in our K-12 programs
and classes for several years, and are
now filtering into our university classes.
Who are Gen Zers? They are “mobile
natives,” born with mobile devices in
their hands and have always had access
to the internet. And yet, unlike their
Millennial predecessors, they enjoy
listening to live lectures as long as they
are multimedia supported and the
material is relevant. They are avid users
of Instagram and Snapchat but are
turned off by podcasts; while their
primary source of information is from
YouTube videos, they enjoy getting
information from print materials,
including books! They tend to be
pragmatic and frugal and will insist on
getting “what they paid for.” And, as the
students in my class demonstrated,
there are not afraid to ask for
clarification or reassurance that their
time is being used toward a practical
end.
Last year, the Chronicle of Higher
Education published a report called “The
New Generation of Students: How
Colleges Can Recruit, Teach, and Serve
Gen Z.” For the uninitiated, the volume

Слово пр езид ента ор ган изаци и

reveals a great deal about the
preferences, attitudes, and aspirations
of our newest learner population. In
regard to our own field of Russian
language and culture instruction, of
particular note are student responses to
the prompt: “What do you like most
about your favorite teacher/professor?”
The top trending answers might be
typical of virtually any group of
students: 3) Communicates clearly; 2)
Enthusiastic about teaching; and 1)
Makes class interesting and involving.
However, the least popular responses on
the survey might be more surprising,
especially in regard of our own subject:
Teaches me about important global,
social issues outside the classroom; and
Has a global view of the world. How,
then, should we approach Gen Z
students whose academic preferences
seems to be so ill-disposed to global and
international subject matter?
The answer may lie in data discussed
in another part of the Chronicle study.
Having grown up during the 2008
recession, Gen Zers tend to be frugal and
pragmatic. They insist on coursework
and instruction that is relevant and
immediately applicable to their lives and
plans for the near future. At the top of
their responses to the prompt “Which of
the following methods/platforms is your
preferred way to learn,” Gen Zers
responded: 4) Print books; 3) YouTube;
2) In-person lecture; and 1) in-person
activities with classmates. Fortunately,
our profession is well-equipped to serve
the
Gen
Z
community
without
compromising the content or much of
the delivery of our courses. The
proficiency-based,
standards-driven
orientation to Russian language and
culture instruction across levels directly
addresses Gen Z’s insistence on studentcentered, relevant instruction. Many of
our programs have already embraced
blended curricula, incorporating online
activities using YouTube and other
authentic digital media sources into
their syllabi to complement the basic
textbook and in-class interaction with
the instructor and classmates –
precisely Gen Z’s stated preferred mode
of instruction. Further, proficiencyorientation of language and culture
classes demands that they focus on “real
life” communication, use culturallysaturated authentic materials, have
student-centered activities, a high level
of “face time” in the L2, and implement
projectand/or
portfolio-based
assessment. In short, the courses and
methods used in many of our programs

already do precisely what Gen Zers are
asking for.
Finally,
programs
that
offer
internship-based
opportunities
for
students, such as those organized by
ACTR, provide precisely the relevant,
reflective cultural experiences abroad
that will draw Gen Zers closer toward a
more global view of the world and a
greater appreciation for international
perspectives. Significantly, toward the
bottom of Gen Z’s list of preferred
delivery of material were online courses
with only virtual interaction with other
students and instructors. This is, of
course, good news for us who see the
classroom as the environment for highenergy face time with our learners,
whether in student-teacher interaction,
pair work, or group work. Gen Zers fully
realize that while technology provides
means both to locate and process
information, they also understand that
it is in the live classroom setting that
meaningful communication occurs.
After reading the Chronicle report
and assessing what we all try to do in
our classes across the country, I have
been left buoyed by the new demands of
Gen Z rather than defeated by them.
While we certainly cannot predict how
this new generation of students will
ultimately impact the world – with or
without language and culture skills -- we
can certainly try to advertise our
courses and related opportunities to
them in ways that will appeal to this
interesting and potentially engaging
group of learners. Let students know
what goes on in our classrooms; exploit
their
interactivity,
studentcenteredness,
and
goal-orientation,
while emphasizing the high level of faceto-face interaction that is characteristic
of Russian language and culture
instruction nationwide. Tell them about
the opportunities to travel abroad to
Russia and learn to use the language in
ways and settings that will have a
profound impact on their chosen
careers.
Make
sure
that
they
understand the transformative qualities
that the study of a world language and
culture can have. Gen Zers may well
prove to be the population that breathes
new life into many of our programs
nationally.
I hope to see many of you at ASEEES in
November, and if you’d like to check out
the Chronicle’s report, the citation is: “The
New Generation of Students: How Colleges
Can Recruit, Teach, and Serve Gen Z,” The
Chronicle of Higher Education, 2018.
Tom Garza, ACTR President
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product
or
outcome would look like, and develop course objectives and
assessment criteria based on that.
We found it helpful to ask ourselves two questions:
1. How should the context and the task inform the course
objectives, the structure for the course, and the assessment
categories and criteria?
2. What would a successful product/outcome look like and
what skills and knowledge do students need to build and to
demonstrate in order produce this?
Front Page Dialogue, continued from p. 2.

We remained committed to fostering the cultural knowledge
necessary to understand the context that informs the Russian
text. The course description for “Russian Research and
Translation: Accessing History and Culture through Memoir”
highlighted these two dimensions. Students would work on
preparing a translation, along with annotations on the cultural
content in the memoir. They would research and present to
their classmates the historical periods and cultural contexts in
Skoblinkova-Kudriavtseva’s book.
We wanted the course design to reflect our collaborative
project-based vision in a way that would inspire optimal student
engagement and ownership of both the work process and the
product. The course description made our purpose and our
approach to the task clear. To summarize the course
description: students would translate, along with their teachers,
sharpening language skills and doing research on cultural
topics in the text. They would work to more fully understand the
rich “subtext” which informs the text and discern what cultural
contextual materials should be annotated for English readers.
They would be in contact with the author throughout the project.
Other course objectives and expectations included: the
development of traditional academic skills (general research
skills, oral presentation skills, Russian reading skills, Russian to
English translation skills, effective written expression); and the
work methods we hoped to develop (collaborative, projectbased work methods, process-based learning skills, designthinking research skills, skills of deep reflection, capacity for
critical analysis and empathy with regard to understanding the
intersection between historical phenomena and cultural
perspectives).
Our course expectations described the habits of mind
and/or engagement that we hoped to see from the students.
Those included, among others, thoughtful and conscientious
preparation for class discussions and presentations, curiosity
for exploration into topics of independent research, and work to
demonstrate mastery of the Russian language through
translation tasks. Students were also expected to attend
monthly film viewings or arrange to see the film independently.
Teachers’ expectations for the project, shared in the course
description, included inspiring student interest, supporting
student learning with timely feedback, using adequate
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assessment methods to grade both student commitment and
mastery, learning from student contributions, and others.
Setting up course expectations for both students and
teachers that used aspirational language and focused on our
work methods and hope for the project outcome provided a
larger sense of purpose to the students. Students were not
expecting to simply complete assignments to meet course
expectations and meet course expectations to get a good
grade, but instead they bought into a larger purpose – the
creation of a product that we could all take pride in. This joint
understanding and vision set the stage for a potentially
transformative learning experience.
Aligning Course Objectives with Coursework, Methods,
Assessment Categories and Standards
Coursework and Methods
We strived to structure the class in such a way that each
student would feel a strong sense of individual engagement,
purpose, and accountability to the group. To these ends, we
chose to teach the course as a seminar/workshop hybrid and to
cap enrollment at ten students.
We used a two-step process for our translation work. First,
students would create a “rough translation” of the text. “Rough
translation” required students to know the literal meanings of all
words (and to provide multiple options for translation of words
when possible) along with a grammatical analysis of each
sentence. The full class would work through the “rough
translation” assuring that students fully understood the
meaning, context, and connotations of all Russian words.
Students were then charged with independently creating a
“polished translation” of the text. An “effective polished
translation” would accurately convey the author’s meaning,
style, and tone. The class worked in two separate groups, each
with one teacher. Each group was then charged with agreeing
to an “authoritative final polished translation” for their group.
Each member of the group shared a polished translation and
rationale line by line, and the group discussed each individual
line to arrive at consensus on a single translation. Work on
“polished translation” always engendered lively debate. The
teacher-observer occasionally had to issue reminders about the
appropriate process for consensus-building. Watching such a
lively and collaborative process, where students passionately
support their word choice with reason and intellect, respectfully
agree and disagree with well-supported claims, and graciously
retreat when intellect fell to the other side were some of the
most fulfilling teaching moments. Inspired students occasionally
even sat through morning break debating the merits of certain
translations.
Research provided necessary background knowledge on
an “as needed” basis. Occasionally, the whole class read a
single article or book chapter or watched a documentary or
Page 4
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feature film, and debriefed for better understanding of a
particular time period or significant cultural phenomenon. Such
was the case when we needed all students to better understand
the values propagated by Socialist Realism, the spirit of the
Thaw generation (shestidesiatniki), the functioning of the Soviet
economy and its impact on daily life in the Soviet Union, the
large-scale cultural shifts brought on by glasnost’ and
perestroika, and the impact of the fall of the USSR and the shift
to a market economy. Teachers taught the complex and multifaceted cultural topics in a traditional manner, but more specific
cultural topics within the larger framework were taught by
students. Each student was assigned a different reading,
summarized the reading for the class, and provided written
notes to a shared google folder. The students determined most
research assignments during the course of rough translation,
whenever there was a cultural reference that they didn’t
understand. They took turns providing research reports on such
topics. This work was student-driven though teachers
functioned as consultants. Students would find their own source
of information online, reaching out for support if or when they
struggled to find helpful sources of information. We often
informed the group which topics would require significant
research in Russian. Students with higher level proficiency were
able to select the topics requiring more research in Russian.
The group project goals and the work that organically emerged
allowed us to address the various competencies of a multi-level
classroom. The tasks for the group were already naturally
differentiated and students were adept at deciding who was
best suited for each task. Everyone was invested in a
successful outcome and everyone could do meaningful and
personally challenging work and contribute to the group effort.
Curricular planning merged backward-planning principles with
design-thinking principles.
On a macro-level the overall course structure was devised
based on a backward-planning model, as teachers created
course components and assessment categories and standards
to respond to the questions:
1. What would a successful product/outcome look like?
2. What skills and knowledge do students need to build and
demonstrate in order produce this?
3. How shall we structure the class to ensure that this
happens?
On a micro-level, the course was built on design-thinking
principles that have much in common with the open architecture
approach to teaching Russian described by Irene Krasner in the
Winter 2018 issue of the ACTR Letter (volume 45, number 2).
The day-to-day syllabus was flexibly co-created by teachers
and students, and emerged organically out of our daily work, as
questions generated from our translation work created research
and reporting tasks that demanded immediate attention.
Internet sources and emails to the author provided the students
with as much curricular material as the teachers’ pre-selected
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texts.
Defining Assessment Categories and Criteria
Assessment categories and criteria set for assessment
provided students with a framework to help guide their work.
Students understood that they were to be assessed on the basis
of three equally-weighted categories: translation work, research
reports, and demonstration of language mastery. Language
mastery was determined by translation quizzes, while research
reports and translation work (both “rough” and “polished”
translation) were evaluated on the basis of simple rubrics that
supported students in understanding what a quality product would
look like. See, for example, the assessment criteria and grading
standards for polished translations:
Ø Timely completion of polished translation
Ø Quality of polished translation
Ø Quality of collaboration with peers
Grading standards for polished translation:
10: exceptionally polished translation provided for full entry;
demonstrates ability to defend word choice with logical
argument; demonstrates ability to seek consensus conceding to
others when needed.
9: sometimes developed well from rough translation but not
sustained through the whole passage; sometimes demonstrates
ability to defend word choice with logical argument; sometimes
demonstrates ability to seek consensus conceding to others
when needed.
8: some, but not significant development from rough translation,
may struggle with consensus-building process.

Tamara Skoblikova-Kudriavtseva, Elizabeth Lee Roby and students

7: partially complete (more than half done)
5: not done
Front Page Dialogue, to be continued on p. 7
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Hosted by A lina Is rael, Americ an Uni versity
This question and Professor Israel’s answer is the
first of a planned series to be published in the
newsletter. Please direct your own questions to her
at: aisrael@american.edu. Future issues of the
newsletter will continue this feature. Here is the first
set of questions and answers:
Q. What is the difference between
прочесть and прочитать?
A. This is probably not quite the answer you
are expecting, but…
There is probably no discernable difference in
meaning, but forms of прочесть are about twice as
common in the Russian National Corpus (RNC) for
the past tense and three times more common for the
future tense and imperative as compared with
прочитать:
прочёл — 10, 025

прочитал — 5818

won’t) and abbreviations were also propelled by this
reason.
Thus прочесть is very important, not only for
the reason of being more common than прочитать,
after all one could get away with using прочитать
for the rest of one’s life, but also as an exemplar for
many derivative verbs.
Oddly enough, there is no verb *честь, instead
there is a noun честь ‘honor’ and a verb чтитьпочитать ‘revere, honor’ with a different
conjugation pattern (чту, чтишь, чтит, чтим,
чтите, чтут and also чтят), and the conjugation
of почитать is like читать. (One of my professors
in Leningrad was in the habit of citing some obscure
line from Pushkin that no one would recognize and
then telling us: Пушкина надо не только почитать,
но и читать. And yes, these verbs are historically
related.)
On the other hand, there are a lot of derivatives
of -честь with various prefixes. The most common
ones are:
imperf.

прочла — 2149

прочитала — 1565

считать1

прочли — 1278

прочитали — 780

считать2

прочитаю — 269

вычитать

прочту — 849
прочтёшь — 332

прочитаешь — 130

perf.
учесть

imperf.
учитывать

perf.
take into
account
consider

счесть
сосчитать
вычесть
зачесть

зачитывать

count
(number
s)
subtract
count
(as /for)

All of the –честь verbs have the same
conjugation (учту, учтёшь, учтут; сочту, вычту,
прочтём — 166
прочитаем — 90 зачту and so on), and as usual the prefix вы- will
attract the stress in perfective verbs. Of course
прочтёте — 349
прочитаете — 91 считать2 has many perfective counterparts:
пересчитать/перечесть2 ‘count all one after
прочтут — 375
прочитают — 106 another; count again’, подсчитать ‘sum up’,
насчитать ‘get a total by counting’, count (as /for) ‘to
cheat while counting (money)’ and also засчитать
прочти(те) — 721/1026
прочитай(370) —
as a counterpart of зачесть more or less:
276/370
Гол засчитали. —The goal was counted.
Total 4822
Total 1590
Мне зачли год учёбы в России. — They counted
the year of studies in Russia [towards my US
I think it is the effect of “economy” that takes
degree].
place here: the shorter word wins. English
contractions (such as shouldn’t’ve, mustn’t, shan’t,
I admit it is rather complicated. But the verb читать
прочтёт — 1004

прочитает — 258
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also offers a number of variations, which are often
neglected.
imperf.

perf.

читать

прочитать
прочесть
дочитать
перечитать
перечесть1
почитать

дочитывать

And then there are some less common but
grammatically interesting variants:
вычитать (perf. with predictable stress on the
prefix) ‘find out by reading’,
зачитать ‘borrow a book and never return it’ or
‘read an official statement outloud’,
считать ‘compare a copy with the original’ — all
perfectives.

почитывать

This gives us the homonyms считатьi ‘count;
consider’ and считатьp ‘read from the original’, and
two homographs (not homonyms since they have
different stresses): вычитатьi ‘subtract’ and
вычитатьp ‘find out by reading’.

secondary
imperf.
прочитывать

read

read to
the end
перечитывать reread
to have
a read
to read
from
time to
time

Front Page Dialogue, continued from p. 5

Teachers provided a grading rubric for research presentations
with clear criteria as well. Students still initially struggled with the
selection of information to present. Therefore, we devised three
queries to guide their reports:
1. What is the most essential background knowledge needed to
understand this cultural reference?
2. How is Skoblikova-Kudriatseva using the cultural reference?
3. How does the cultural reference contribute to our
understanding of the chapter?
The combination of a guiding structure and an open
architecture approach to daily learning (with students responsible
for identifying necessary research topics) supported the creation
of a quality product. Students were motivated to take ownership
and see purpose in their work. The course structure heightened a
sense of the importance of students’ individual contributions.
Frequently, individual students were completing a separate task

while the group was waiting for one student’s research report
to provide essential information for everyone. Students were
able to comment on how well the research report clarified the
author’s use of the cultural reference. If further questions
existed, students could comment on which ones should be
posed directly to the author. Students also decided what
information was necessary “just for the group” as opposed to
what would be essential for a reader of their translation and
thus suitable for a cultural annotation.

To be continued

in the ACTR Letter Winter 2019

Part I of this article has focused on describing the structural
framework for a translation class that aspires to be a TLE.
Part II of this article will address the transformative elements
of the learning process and evaluate the transformative
impact on students.

ОБЪЯВЛЕНИЕ
The Department of Modern and Classical Languages at George Mason University invites applications for a Po stdo ctoral Te ache r-Schol ar
of Rus si an Litera ture a nd Culture, b eg inning F al l 2020. Candidates will have an active research and publication agenda focused
on one or more of the following areas: Post-Soviet Russian literature, nineteenth and twentieth century Russian literature, Russian and (Post-)
Soviet film, and cultural studies. The successful candidate will be able to teach undergraduate courses in both English translation and in
Russian; courses in translation include those on major Russian writers, survey courses of nineteenth and twentieth century Russian literature,
and Russian civilization; courses taught in Russian include Russian poetry and contemporary short fiction. Ability to teach a course on the
cultural contributions of Russian and Soviet immigrants to the U.S. is a plus. Strong commitment to undergraduate teaching is essential.
Twelve month appointment and 2/2 teaching load. Position is renewable for up to three years. Applicants are required to have a Ph.D. in hand
at time of appointment, university-level teaching experience, and native or near-native fluency in Russian.
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AMERICAN COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF
RUSSIAN
THIRTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL NATIONAL
RUSSIAN ESSAY CONTEST
NOVEMBER 18-22, 2019
REGISTRATION MUST BE COMPLETED BY
OCTOBER 15, 2019
Established thirty-eight years ago, the ACTR
National Russian Essay Contest (NREC)
provides US high school and middle school
students the opportunity to demonstrate their
writing proficiency in Russian. Students write
essays in Russian on a topic announced at the
beginning of a two-hour period during the week
before Thanksgiving.
Registration Information and Placement
Guidelines
1. All participating teachers must be members
of ACTR. Please use the online membership
site to pay your dues if you have not already
done so.
The site can be accessed at
http://www.actr.org/membership.html.
For
questions about your ACTR membership,
please contact ACTR Membership Secretary
Irina Dubinina at idubinin@brandeis.edu.
2. The registration fee per student is $4.00.
Make one check out to AMERICAN COUNCILS
FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION and
indicate that the check is for “NREC fees.”
Please send your check to Co-chair Paavo
Husen by October 15 at the following address:
355 Wildwood Drive, North Aurora, IL 60542.
3. Teachers are to send one registration form
for their students via email to Paavo Husen by
October 15 at: paavo@imsa.edu. The NREC
registration form can be downloaded at
http://www.actr.org/national-russian-essaycontest-nrec.html. The registration form must
be typed and students must be grouped by
separate levels. The registration form may not
be altered and no changes can be made after
the October 15 deadline.
4.

Teachers decide which levels are most

FALL 2019

appropriate for their students.
Suggested
guidelines for determining student levels are as
follows:
a) Beginner – Russian I or II
b) Intermediate – Russian II or III
c) Advanced – Russian IV, V, AP
Special Note about Heritage Speakers
For the above three categories, “yes” must
be entered in the Heritage column on the
registration form if the student came to the U.S.
before age 10 or was born in the U.S. in a
family
where
Russian,
Ukrainian,
or
Byelorussian is spoken.
d) Native Speaker – the student arrived in the
U.S. at or after age 10, and is from a family
where Russian, Ukrainian, or Byelorussian is
spoken.
5. Teachers will receive one copy of all
necessary NREC materials by email in early
November. Teachers are expected to make the
necessary number of copies for their registered
students.
Contest Guidelines
1. On the contest date you select for your
school, students are to meet in an appropriate
place to write their essays. Teachers are to be
present during the contest to act as proctors.
2. Students may use their class textbooks for
reference only. Advanced students with no
regular classroom textbook may consult a
dictionary for looking up occasional single
vocabulary words. Students may not copy
entire sentences or paragraphs from their
textbooks. Class notes are not allowed.
3. Students may not work together or ask for or
receive help from another person. Students
and teachers will be asked to sign a statement
certifying that the essays were written by the
students without help of any other person.
NREC information, to be continued on p. 13
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2019 NATIONAL RUSSIAN SCHOLAR LAUREATES
Established	
  in	
  2004	
  by	
  the	
  Board	
  of	
  Directors	
  of	
  the	
  American	
  Council	
  of	
  Teachers	
  of	
  Russian,	
  the	
  ACTR	
  Russian	
  
Scholar	
  Laureate	
  Award	
  provides	
  an	
  opportunity	
  for	
  schools	
  and	
  teachers	
  of	
  Russian	
  to	
  recognize	
  one	
  sophomore	
  or	
  
junior	
  each	
  year	
  as	
  the	
  school’s	
  m ost	
  outstanding	
  Russian	
  scholar.	
  
Any	
  school	
  that	
  has	
  more	
  than	
  100	
  students	
  studying	
  Russian	
  
may	
  nominate	
  two	
  students	
  (sophomore	
  or	
  junior).	
  
Student-‐awardees	
  receive	
  a	
  letter	
  of	
  commendation,	
  a	
  certificate,	
  and	
  a	
  special	
  lapel	
  pin.	
  	
  Awards	
  are	
  announced	
  in	
  
the	
  fall	
  ACTR	
  Letter	
  and	
  on	
  the	
  ACTR	
  w ebsite.	
  The	
  award	
  announcement	
  will	
  include	
  the	
  student’s	
  photo,	
  name,	
  
school,	
  and	
  Russian	
  teacher’s	
  name.	
  
For	
  the	
  school	
  year	
  2018-‐2019,	
  30	
  schools	
  and	
  Russian	
  teachers	
  
nominated	
  34	
  students	
  as	
  the	
  school’s	
  most	
  outstanding	
  Russian	
  scholars.	
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То нежно звучит,
То сурово
Высокое русское слово.
Оно, как державная слава,
Сияло в устах Ярослава.
Его возносил, как
молитву,
Суворов, стремившийся в
битву,
И Пушкин, в волнении
строгом,
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Держал,
как свечу перед Богом.
Храните и в счастье, и в
горе,
На суше его, и на море.
Не будет наследства
другого
Главнее,
чем русское слово!
~Николай Рачков
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Announcement
This award, originally established in
memory of Jane Barley and Fred
Johnson, is given annually to recognize
outstanding service to ACTR. The award
is traditionally presented at the annual
ACTR membership meeting.
Nominees must be members of ACTR
in good standing. They should have
demonstrated prominent service to
ACTR in the form of active involvement
in the work of the organization and
promotion of its goals. Additional
considerations include demonstrated
devotion to the profession in terms of
activities such as teaching, professional
involvement, and activities in the field
beyond ACTR and the classroom. Those
were qualities exemplified by Jane Barley
and Fred Johnson, in whose memory the

FALL 2019

Объявление

ACTR SERVICE AWARD–2020
award was established.
Members of the awards committee
are Elena Farkas, Betsy Sandstrom, and
Jane Shuffelton. Nominations for the
award to be given in 2020 may be
addressed
to
Elena
Farkas
at
RussianAZ@alaskan.com. Nominations
for future awards may be forwarded at
any time.
Past recipi ent s:
•
1995 ‒ George Morris
•
1996 ‒ Marian Walters
•
1997 ‒ Zita Dabars
•
1998 ‒ John Schillinger
•
1999 ‒ Irwin Weil
•
2000 ‒ Elizabeth Neatrour
•
2001 ‒ Renate Bialy
•
2002 ‒ Jane Shuffelton
•
2003 ‒ John Mohan

2004 ‒ Halina Danchenko
2005 ‒ John Sheehan, Richard
Brecht
•
2006 ‒ Robert Channon
•
2007 ‒ Betty Leaver
•
2008 ‒ Elizabeth Sandstrom,
•
Vitaly G. Kostomarov*
•
2009 ‒ Maria Lekic
•
2011 ‒ Patricia Zody
•
2012 ‒ Thomas Garza
•
2013 ‒ Peter Merrill
•
2014 ‒ Benjamin Rifkin
•
2015 ‒ Dan Davidson (special
lifetime award)
•
2016 ‒ Cynthia Ruder
•
2017 ‒ William Rivers
•
2018 ‒ Camelot Marshall
•
2019 ‒ Olga Kagan (in
memoriam)
*special award
•
•

NREC information, continued from p. 8

4. The time limit for writing the essays is one
two-hour session.
5. The essays must be written legibly on the
paper provided in black or blue-black ink.
Pencil is unacceptable.
6. The teacher must send the original essays
within 48 hours of writing to Co-chair John
Rook at the following address:
28
Northwood Street, Enfield, CT 06082-2825.
Teachers are also expected to make
photocopies of all essays. Photocopies should
be retained until students have been informed
of the results of the contest. Originals will not
be returned.
Judging of Essays
Essays will be distributed to a panel of
judges for evaluation. No teacher who has a
student participating will be allowed to judge
essays.
1.

Intermediate, Advanced, and Native Speaker
levels. Heritage students are judged separately
at the Beginning, Intermediate, and Advanced
levels. All students whose essays receive Gold,
Silver, Bronze, or Honorable Mention receive
certificates. Gold, Silver, and Bronze essays
also receive ACTR medals.
2. No Awards are assigned to essays of less
than five comprehensible Russian sentences or
to essays with inappropriate content.
3.
Gold-medal essays at the Advanced,
Advanced Heritage, and Native Speaker levels
are forwarded to the State Pushkin Institute in
Moscow for a second round of judging. Writers
of second-round essays that are awarded gold
medals in Moscow will receive certificates and
pins, while writers of silver and bronze medal
essays will receive certificates.
4. Co-chairs Paavo Husen, John Rook, and
Phillip Stosberg have final say on appropriate
level placement and awards.

Essays are judged at the Beginning,
Page 13
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Ruslan Limited’s contributions to
language learning games as
instructional materials: A review
Aimee Roebuck-Johnson reviews

a new publication by John

Langran
___________________________
Langran, John.
Игры на
уроках
русского
языка.
Birmingham, England: Ruslan
Limited. 2018.
(Plus the
game sets Куда ты идёшь?,
Ruslan Happy Families cards,
and Ruslan Pronoun Dice and
Workcards1)
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To
create
their
collage,
teachers search for ingenious
methods,
effective
instructional
materials,
motivating strategies, and a
variety of classroom activities.
The community of language
professionals recognizes this
search as one hallmark of a
motivated language instructor.
Equipped
with
all
the
elements mentioned above,
teachers use unique and welldesigned materials effectively
as
they
guide
students
through the complexities of
acquiring Russian.
This review will reflect on the
role of games as tools in the
instructional
process
and
consider just such a unique
and well-designed set of tools
created by Ruslan Limited.

Language teachers practice
their art in distinctive ways.
Often employing a collage
approach,
they
combine
familiar and novel forms to
create a new whole.
This
whole is their individual
contribution to our profession
and to their students’ success,
both at the very heart of the
ACTR Newsletter.

Games as instructional
materials that guide learners to
construct meaning via
experience
Considering
Russian
language’s status as a lesscommonly taught language,
the substantial availability of
quality instructional materials
is noteworthy: a combination
of
traditional
and
contemporary
instructional
media choices are available.
However,
a
discrepancy
continues to exist between
these impressively-designed
course
materials
and
constructivism-oriented
materials designed to guide
learners as they achieve an

Book Review
Книжное обозрение
outcome
by
constructing
meaning
via
experience.
According to Muna Aljohani
(2017), this discrepancy is also
perceptible in the training of
language professionals and in
the practice of language
teaching:
Constructivism has hitherto
not played a visible role in
language
pedagogy
and
teacher education, although
notions that are central to
constructivism
have
been
integrated
into
language
education
through
other
2
pedagogical models.
The appropriate use of games
in the language classroom can
alleviate this gap by affording
students the opportunity to
utilize
language
as
a
meaningful, problem-solving
tool. According to Shelagh
Rixon (1986):
[A] game is a ‘closed activity,’
that is, one which ends
naturally when some goal or
outcome has been achieved.
There
are
players
who
compete or cooperate to
achieve that outcome, and
there are rules[,] which restrict
or determine how the players
can work towards their ends.3
Rixon (1986) further defines
language-learning games as
“...games in which language
provides either the major
Page 14
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content or else the means by
which the game is played.”4
Games
that
require
communication
oblige
students
to
manipulate
language
and
linguistic
components likely to be
beyond those they have
mastered.
This
experimentation
will
necessarily lead to errors that
students are motivated to
correct in order to achieve
their
goals
in
meaning
creation.
In addition to the benefits for
constructing meaning through
experience, games can tap into
students’ natural inclination
for enjoying both play and the
accomplishment
of
tasks.
Cooperation
and
friendly
competition engage students
in a different way from most
traditional classroom activities.
As Uberman (1998) stated:
[Games]…help teachers to
create contexts in which the
target words are useful and
meaningful; they also bring
fun for students, thus help
them learn and retain new
words more quickly. In other
words, game-based learning
can create a meaningful
context for [the] language
learning process. …learning
and practicing new vocabulary
through games, students have
the
opportunity
to
use
language in a non-stressful
way.5
Langran, John.
Игры на
уроках русского языка.

FALL 2019

Birmingham, England: Ruslan
Limited.
2018.
ISBN
9781912397037.
£27.95
http://www.ruslan.co.uk/rusla
nrussianlanguagegames.htm
Special offer on the site:
£16
plus postage.
This is not the first ACTR
Letter review to consider John
Langran’s
indispensable
contributions to the field of
Russian language teaching.
Since 1995 Langran has been
publishing his Ruslan series,
currently available in eight
languages. His publications
are available in varied formats
(including ebooks and CDRoms) and include such
diverse instructional materials
as engaging stories with
multiple characters, famous
Russian
songs,
historical
narratives, and presentations
of Russian literature. Among
his recent publications are a
set of materials committed to a
constructivism-oriented
dynamism: the instructional
materials book Игры на
уроках русского языка and
the game sets Куда ты
идёшь?,
Ruslan
Happy
Families, and Ruslan Pronoun
Dice and Workcards.
Langran’s introduction to
Игры на уроках русского
языка echoes constructivist
ideas,
showing
his
commitment of the value of
constructing meaning through
experience. His book offers
more than sixty games and

simulations for students of
various proficiency levels.
Besides clear instructions and
appealing graphics, each game
presentation includes pages
that may be copied6 for
classroom
use.
His
understanding
of
the
constraints on teachers as they
plan instruction is evident:
Some teachers find that they do
not have time for the large
amount of preparation that is
often involved. However, once
you have...materials for a game,
you will have it to use again in
the future. This handbook will
help
considerably
with
preparation for language games
(p.10).
The more than sixty games
target a variety of proficiency
levels and include games
training
vocabulary
and
grammar as well as pragmatics
and knowledge of Russia as a
country. The text is organized
in a clear manner; the
annotated Contents pages
group the games in the
following categories:
The first lesson
The alphabet
Beginners and intermediate
Intermediate and advanced
Jokes, proverbs, songs, etc.
Language simulations
In the Contents pages, each
game or simulation is followed
by a list of associated language
Book Review, to be continues on p. 16
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Book Review, continued from p. 15

points or usage as well as the
designation of the learner level
from the six levels of The
Common
European
Framework of Reference for
Languages.7 Including this
information
makes
the
author’s
definitions
of
Beginners, intermediate, and
advanced quite transparent.
In addition to the resources
that the book offers, Langran
has included additional work
cards and recordings8 online
(marked www or
www)•
in the text.
Additionally,
teachers should check the
author’s blog and Facebook
page for additional games and
classroom resources.9
The
author,
an
experienced
language instructor himself,
addresses common problems
and offers advice for course
planning. As an experienced
author of Russian instructional
materials, he empathizes with
instructors as they manage the
complexities
of
keeping
materials current:
Language textbooks, unless they
have no basis in contemporary
reality, inevitably soon get out of
date. This makes it difficult for
authors and publishers when
things change, and things seem to
change in Russia more quickly
than in other parts of the world!
…When this happens in textbooks
it is an excellent exercise…to use
the situation positively and ask
[students] to use the Internet to

FALL 2019

find out how things have changed
since the textbook was published
(p.91).
As a supplement to Игры на
уроках
русского
языка,
Ruslan Limited has created
four game sets that can be
used in classrooms or tutorials.
The book and game sets may
be purchased individually or
the book along with the
following four game sets can
be purchased on the web site
for £45 plus postage.

1. Куда ты идёшь?
Langran, John.
Куда ты
идёшь?
Game
set.
Birmingham, England: Ruslan
Limited. 2018.
ISBN 781912397044.
£28.95
http://www.ruslan.co.uk/rus
sianlanguagegames/kudaidyo
sh.htm
Special offer on the site: £19.20
plus postage.

This board game reviews the
use of destinations and

locations focusing on в and на
with
accusative
and
prepositional cases. The game
begins each turn by asking
players
to
answer
the
questions Где ты? Куда ты
идёшь? Certain squares ask
students to answer questions
or have a conversation with
another player.
The game
includes twists and turns that
cause students to miss a turn,
have an additional turn,
encounter the police, and even
take a shorter route to the
Финиш.
Students will be
interested to know that both
Старт and Финиш are
illustrated by photos of a
former student of the author
competing in the Moscow
marathon!
Included in the
game are the game board, dice,
pawns, game cards, and an
instruction page.

2. & 3. Happy Families
Langran, John. Ruslan Happy
Families cards. Birmingham,
England:
Ruslan Limited.
2018.
Ruslan Happy Families Cards
Pack 1. ISBN 9781912397068.
£21.60.
Ruslan Happy Families Cards
Pack 2. ISBN 9781912397075.
£21.60.
http://www.ruslan.co.uk/rus
sianlanguagegames/happyfa
milies.htm
Special offer on the site for one
set: £14.40 plus postage
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Langran, John. Ruslan Pronoun
Dice and Workcards. Birmingham,
England: Ruslan Limited. 2018.
ISBN 9781912397051.
£21.40
http://www.ruslan.co.uk/russia
nlanguagegames/pronoundice.ht
m Special offer on the site: £14.40
plus postage.

The two full color card sets of
64 cards each allow review of
128 vocabulary combinations,
each presented on a card with
a word or phrase and a photo.
Set one includes one singular
inanimate noun per card and
the
words
are
more
appropriate for the beginning
level of language study. Set
two presents more complex
vocabulary including animate
and inanimate adjective-noun
combinations as well as
genitive case modifiers. The
sets come with instructions for
the English game Happy
Families, but the sets could also
be used for the American
game Go fish!,10 and lend
themselves effectively to the
matching game Concentration,11
Both Happy Families and Go
fish! would require one student
to
use
nominative
or
accusative case to ask another
player (or others) у тебя / вас
есть ...? or Дайте, пожалуйста,
..., and the other(s) to answer
using the nominative or
genitive case depending on
whether they have the card.
4. Russian Pronoun Dice and
Workcards

given verb.
Conclusion
Whether for giving students an
opportunity for creating meaning
through tasks, allowing them to utilize
the enjoyment of play, or simply
generating
variety
in
language
instruction, Игры на уроках русского
языка, Куда ты идёшь,? Ruslan Happy
Families cards, and Ruslan Pronoun Dice
and Workcards12 are valuable and
economical resources for language
instructors. John Langran’s experience
and ingenuity continue to result in
significant contributions to the field of
Russian language teaching. Teachers
would be doing themselves and their
students a service by incorporating
Ruslan Limited’s variety of materials,
traditional and innovative, into their
instructional design.

___________________________
The cards in this set allow
conjugation practice for four
groups of learners in a game
format with up to 156 Russian
verbs. The components include
twenty-six verb work cards, four
pronoun dice, four number dice,
and an instruction leaflet. The
verb cards are divided into three
groups distinguished by color:
imperfective verbs on blue cards,
perfective verbs on pink, and
verbs of motion on green. As
with all of Langran’s game
materials, they can be utilized in
work done in small groups and
one-on-one instruction or in selfstudy.
The instructions suggest choosing
a work card, throwing both a
pronoun dice and a number dice,
and then conjugating one of the
verbs according to the pronoun
and
the
number.
This
randomizing approach allows
students
to
access
verb
knowledge as they would in
actual speech rather than in
memorized paradigms for a

Resources:
http://www.ruslan.co.uk/ruslanrussianlanguagega
mes.htm
2
Aljohani, Muna. “Principles of “Constructivism”
in foreign language teaching”. Journal of
Literature and Art Studies, Vol. 7, No. 1, 97-107.
January
2017.
Website:
http://davidpublisher.org/Public/uploads/Contribute
/583d2297ba95a.pdf 18 June 2019.
3
	
   Rixon, Shelagh. How to use games in language
teaching. London: Macmillan Publishers Ltd, 1981.
4
Rixon, op cit.
5
Uberman, A. (1998). The use of games: For
vocabulary presentation and revision. English
Teaching Forum, 36 (1), 20.
6
Игры на уроках русского языка is printed on
paper in the A4 format meaning that the
dimensions of the book are 210 x 297 millimeters
or 8.3 x 11.7 inches.
7
The Common European Framework of Reference
for Languages (also referred to as CEFR or
CEFRL): https://www.coe.int/en/web/commoneuropean-framework-reference-languages/leveldescriptions
8
Additional work cards and recordings can be
found at
http://www.ruslan.co.uk/ruslanrussianlanguagegam
es.htm .
9
http://www.ruslan.co.uk/ruslanblog.htm and
1

https://www.facebook.com/ruslanrussianlearn
ing/
10

Happy Families has very similar rules to the
American game Go fish! and the card game
Authors:
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/11670/ga

me-authors
11

The game may also be called Match or
Pelmenism depending on the region in which the
teachers and students live.
12 http://www.ruslan.co.uk/ruslanrussianlanguagega
mes.htm
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ACT R mem be rship of fe rs s eve ra l be nef its to a ll curre nt (ac ti ve ) m em be rs:

--members receive ACTR newsletter and The Russian Language
Journal (a scholarly peer-reviewed journal published annually)

Ø The Russian Scholar Laureate Award program
Ø The Post-Secondary Russian Scholar Laureate Award
program
--Membership fee can be paid online through PayPal or fill out
this form with information about your credit card and send it to
Irina Dubinina.
--If you prefer to pay by check, please make it out to ACTR and
mail it to American Councils.

-- members are eligible to participate in the ACTR-sponsored
completions and award programs:
Ø The Olympiada of Spoken Russian
Ø The National Russian Essay Contest
Ø The National Post-Secondary Russian Essay Contest
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Officers elected for two-year terms, beginning with election at ACTR membership meeting

President: Thomas J. Garza (2018-20201), University of Texas, Austin, TX < tjgarza@austin.utexas.edu>
Vice-President : Nataliya Ushakova (2018-20202), Staten Island Technical H. S., Staten Island, NY <nushakova@gmail.com>
Secretary: Karen Evans-Romaine (20172020), University of Wisconsin Madison, WI <evansromaine@wisc.edu>
Treasurer: Cynthia A. Ruder (20182021), University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY <cynthia.ruder@uky.edu>
Executive D irector: Dan Davidson (2017-2020), Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, PA, and American
Councils (ACIE) <ddavidson@americancouncils.org>
Chair of ACCE LS: Richard Brecht (2019-2022), University of Maryland, College Park, MD <rbrecht@casl.umd.edu>

̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

1Term

as President 2 Term as Vice-President

Ni na Bond (2017-2020),
Franklin & Marshall College, Lancaster,
PA <nbond@fandm.edu>
Tony B rown (2019-2022),
Brigham Young University, Provo, UT
<tony̲brown@byu.edu>
Robert Channon (2018-2021),
Purdue University, West Lafayette,
IN <channon@purdue.edu>
Evgeny D engub (2018-2021),
University of Massachusetts Amherst and Smith College, MA
<edengub@gmail.com>
I ri na Dubi nina (2018-2021),
Brandeis University, Waltham, MA, <idubinin@brandeis.edu>
Rut h Edel man (2019-2020),
Tenafly H.S. Tenafly, NJ <rpedelman@ hotmail.com>
El ena Farkas (2017-2020),
Language Immersion Consulting <RussianAZ@alaskan.com>
Paavo Husen (2017-2020),
Illinois Math & Science Academy, Aurora, IL
<paavo@imsa.edu>
Thomas J.Garza (2019-2022),
University of Texas, Austin, TX <tjgarza@austin.utexas.edu>
Pet er Merri ll (202019-2022),
Whittle School & Studios, New York, NY
<pmerrill54@gmail.com>
Di ane Nem ec-I gnashev (2019-2022),

MEMBERSHIP DUES
(Calendar year only)
$20 for students and adjunct instructors (electronic version RLJ*)
$50 for lecturers, instructors, pre-college teachers, independent
scholars, and retired persons (with RLJ)
$60 for assistant professors (with RLJ)
$75 for associate professors (with RLJ)
$90 for full professors and non-academic (with RLJ)
$250 for life supplement (for Life Members who enrolled prior to 2016,
the Life Membership Supplement is a one-time voluntary contribution
to ACTR to assist the organization in fulfilling its mission)
$1500 for one-time dues payment for life membership & subscription
to RLJ
• * Russian Language Journal

El izabeth Lee Roby (2017-2020),
Friends School, Baltimore, MD <eroby@friendsbalt.org>
El izabeth Sandstrom (2019-2022),
Thomas Jefferson H.S. of Science and Technology,
Alexandria, VA <betsy.sandstrom@fcps.edu>
Jane S huff elt on (20182021),
Brighton H.S. (emerita), Rochester, NY <shuffelton@aol.com>
Al la Sm ysl ova (2018-2021),
Columbia University, New York, NY <as2157@columbia.edu>
Mara Sukhol utskaya (2019-2022),
East Central University, Ada, OK <msukholu@ecok.edu>
Mark Trot ter (2017-2020),
Indiana University, Bloomington, IN <martrott@indiana.edu>
Nat ali ya Ushakova (2018-2021),
Staten Island Technical H. S., Staten Island, NY
I rwi n W eil (20182021),
Northwestern University (emeritus), Evanston, IL
<i-weil@northwestern.edu>

(Terms for Board members are for three years, beginning
with election at the ACTR membership meeting.)
SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE:
John Schillinger, American University (emeritus) Washington, DC

ORGANIZATIONAL MEMBER: CARTA

Additional Fees:
$100 sustaining member (in addition to regular member fee).
For members who wish to make an additional contribution to
the ACTR mission by adding $100 to their regular membership dues.
$50 Joint members must reside at the same address; they enjoy all of the
benefits of individual members, but receive only one set of ACTR
publications.
$10.00 annual overseas’ mailing supplement for all categories
Renew or enter new memberships online at
<www.actr.org>
or mail to Irina Dubinina,
ACTR Membership Secretary:
GRALL, MS 024, 415 South Street, Waltham, MA 02453
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RETURN OR CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED:
c/o Irina Dubinina
GRALL, MS 024, 415 South Street,
Waltham, MA 02453

TO:

Elena Farkas, Chair, Editorial Board, Advertising and General Submissions
Zita Dabars, Special Assistance to the Editorial Board
Tony Brown, Editor, College Programs
Nataliya Ushakova, Editor, Junior High and High School Programs
Lee Roby, Editor, Elementary School Programs
Paavo Husen, Editor, Memoirs
Annalisa Czeczulin, Contributing Editor, “Classroom Potpourri”
Aimee M. Roebuck-Johnson, Editor, Reviewer’s Corner
Ekaterina Sutton, Contributing Editor, “Symbols of Russia”
Contact Information for
Elena Farkas
E-mail: RussianAZ@alaskan.com, phone (cell) 907-227-5514

ADVERTISING RATES AND POLICIES
Commercial ads of interest to the profession, including tour and book
ads, are accepted at these rates:
SIZE OF AD
COST
SIZE OF COPY
Full page
$ 150.00
7.25” x 9”
One-Half Page
$ 100.00
7.25” x 4.5”
or 3.5” x 9”
One-Third Page
$ 85.00
2.25” x 9”
or 3” x 7.25”
One-Quarter Page
$ 75.00
3.5” x 4.5 “
One-Sixth Page
$ 45.00
2.25” x 4.5”
Price is for publication in the ACTR Letter one time. Multiple
insertions receive a 20% discount for each repeated use of the same
advertisement. Photoshop, InDesign, PDF, EPS, or other usable file
is required for each advertisement. Advance payment is appreciated.
The ACTR Letter is published four times per year in the fall, winter,
spring, and summer. Copy deadlines are August 15, November 1,
January 31, and April 15.

C on tac t in fo rm atio n fo r A m eric an
C ou nc ils f or I nt ern at ional
Ed ucation:
1828 L Street, NW, #1200
Washington, DC 20036-5104
Phone: 202-833-7522
<www.americancouncils.org>
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